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SUBJECT / AUTHOR / TITLE / EDITION / PUBLISHER / CALL NUMBER

Academic achievement -- Testing.

Academic writing -- Problems, exercises, etc.

Accounting -- Examinations, questions, etc.


Accounting -- Examinations, questions, etc.

Accounting -- Problems, exercises, etc.

Accounting -- Standards.

Accounting.


Active learning.

Alternative medicine --Asi a.

Analog electronic systems -- Design.

Anthropology.
Antiques in interior decoration.

Architecture -- Mexico -- History -- 21th century.

Architecture -- Philippines -- 20th century.

Architecture -- Philippines -- 21st century.

Architecture -- Philippines -- Pictorial works.

Architecture -- Design and plans -- Environmental aspects

Architecture, Domestic -- Philippines.

Architecture, Domestic -- Mexico -- Pictorial works.

Architecture, Domestic -- Philippines -- Pictorial works.

Architecture, Domestic -- United States -- Designs and plans.

Art -- Study and teaching.

Arts.


Auditing -- Philippines.

Auditing -- Standards -- Philippines.

Auditing -- Examinations, questions, etc.

Auditing -- Philippines.

Auditing -- Standards -- Philippines.

Auditing.


Barber, Tom -- Career in mental health counseling.

Batanes (Philippines) -- Social life and customs.

Bilingual books -- English-Spanish.

Blackman-Sheppard, Gabrielle -- Mental health.

Blumentritt, Ferdinand, -- 1853-1913.

Brain.
Brothers of Christian Instruction of Ploërmel.

Brown, Dan, 1964- Da Vinci code.

Building -- Drawings -- Environmental aspects

Business consultants.

Business enterprises -- Philippines.

Business ethics.

Businessmen -- Philippines -- Biography.

Calligraphy.

Taylor, Peter. (). Introduction to calligraphy. Z 43 .T217

Caricatures and cartoons -- Philippines.

Catholic Church -- Philippines -- Lipa City.

Celebrities -- Death.

Child consumers.

Child development.
Child psychology.

Children's libraries -- Activity programs.

Christian Education -- Textbook for adults.

Christian ethics -- Catholic authors.

Christian saints -- France -- Biography.

Christian saints in literature.

Christianity in literature.

Cities and towns -- Philippines.

Classroom management.

Clothing and dress -- Pictorial works.

Clothing and dress.

Cognition.

Commercial art -- Japan -- Catalogs.

Communication -- Philippines.
Composition (Language arts)

Computer algorithms.


Computer animation.

Computer graphics.

Computer programming.

Constitutional law -- Philippines.

Constitutions -- Philippines.

Continuing education -- Study and teaching.

Cookbooks.

Cookery, Spanish.

Cookery, Turkish.

Cooking, Middle Eastern.

Cooking.

Corporation law -- Philippines.
Soriano, Fidelito R. ().  Partnerships and corporations : law and application for business students 2011 ed..  KPM 953.5 .So68 2011
Corporations -- Accounting -- Philippines.

Corporations -- Accounting.

Counseling -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Counseling -- Great Britain.

Creative activities and seat work.

Creative activities.

Crocheting -- Patterns.

Curriculum-based assessment.

Data structures (Computer Science)

De La Salle University -- History.
Cruz, Isagani R., 1945- (2011). The state and/of the school : an autobiographical academic history. Published by C&E Pub., for De La Salle University, LG 221.M35 .D370b v.4

Direct selling.

Dress codes in the workplace.

Economic development.

Economics.

Education -- Social aspects -- Philippines.
Education -- Research -- Evaluation.

Education -- Research -- Methodology.

Education -- Study and teaching.


Educational anthropology -- Philippines -- Dictionaries.

Educational evaluation.

Educational technology -- Study and teaching.

Educational technology.

Educational tests and measurements.


Elections -- Philippines.

Electronic circuit design.
**Electronic commerce.**

**English language -- Grammar.**

**English language -- Rhetoric.**

**English language -- Composition and exercises -- Study and teaching (Middle school)**

**English language -- Composition and exercises -- Study and teaching.**


**English language -- Conversation and phrase book.**

**English language -- Examinations -- Study guides.**

**English language -- Pronunciation by Foreign speakers.**

**English language -- Textbooks for Foreign speakers.**


**Entrepreneurship -- Handbooks, manuals, etc**

**Entrepreneurship.**


**Environmental protection**
Etiquette -- China -- Hong Kong.

Europe -- History -- Problems, exercises, etc.

Examinations -- Philippines -- Study guides.

Fantasy fiction -- History and criticism.

Fashion -- Pictorial works.

Fashion -- Psychological aspects.

Fashion.

Filipino language -- Examinations -- Study guides.

Filipino language -- Composition and exercises.

Filipino language -- Grammar

Filipino language -- Readers.

Filipino language -- Rhetoric

Filipino language -- Rhetoric.


Filipino language -- Study and teaching (Higher)

Filipino language.

Filipino literature -- Study and teaching (Higher) -- Philippines.

Filipinos -- Religious life.

Finance, Personal.

Finance, Public -- Accounting.

Flash (Computer file)

Gastronomy.

German language -- Grammar -- Outlines, syllabi, etc.

Government business enterprises -- Accounting.

Grading and marking (Students)

Graphic design (Typography)

Health resorts -- Guidebooks.
Health.


Hong Kong (China) -- Guidebooks.

Hong Kong (China) -- Social life and customs.

Hong Kong (China) -- Description and travel.

House furnishings industry and trade -- Philippines.

Human rights -- Philippines -- Northern Mindanao.
(2012). Red is the color of the River Pulangi and other stories from the margins. Rural Missionaries of the Philippines, Northern Mindanao Sub-Region, JC 599.P52 .R245 2012

Industrial management -- Moral and ethical aspects.

Interior architecture -- Mexico.

Interior architecture -- China -- Hong Kong.

Interior architecture -- Philippines. -- Pictorial works

Interior architecture -- Taiwan.

Interior decoration -- Mexico -- Pictorial works.
**Interior decoration -- Pictorial works.**


**Interior decoration -- History -- 21st century -- Pictorial works.**

**Interior decoration -- Philippines.**

**Interior decoration.**

**Interior decorators -- Mexico.**

**Investments, Foreign -- Developing countries.**

**Java (Computer program language)**


**Jesus Christ -- In literature.**

**Joomla! (Computer file)**

**Joomla! (Computer software)**

**La Salle, Jean Baptiste de, Saint, 1651-1719 -- Biography.**

**Landscape gardening.**

**Language and languages -- Philosophy.**
Dennis Apolega ... [et al.]; Leni de La Rosa Garcia, editor. (). Exploring the philosophical terrain . P 106 .Ex74 2013

**Language arts.**
Last meal before execution -- Miscellanea.

Leadership

Leadership.

Learning -- Physiological aspects.

Learning and scholarship -- Physiological aspects.

Learning, Psychology of.


Learning.

Lettering

Linear integrated circuits -- Design and construction.

Lipa City -- Philippines -- Church history.

Love

Low-fat diet -- Recipes.

Low-fat diet.

Magsaysay, Ramon, 1907-1957.
Abueva, Jose Veloso, 1928- (2012). Ramon Magsaysay : "servant leader" with a vision of hope .
**Management.**


**Managing your boss.**
Tulgan, Bruce. (2010). It's okay to be the boss: the management workshop. Pfeiffer, HF 5548.83 .T821 2010

**Manic-depressive illness.**

**Manic-depressive persons.**

**Man-woman relationships -- Health aspects**

**Marketing -- Management.**

**Marketing.**


**Mary Magdalene, Saint -- In literature.**

**Mass media.**

**Mechanics.**

**Mental health counseling -- Anecdotes.**

**Mental health personnel -- Anecdotes.**

**Meyer, Stephenie, 1973- Twilight saga.**
Microsoft Office.
by Jemma Development Group. (2012). Fundamentals of computers with Excel 2010 and

Migration, Internal -- Asia -- Congresses.
Federacion Internacional de Universidades Católicas FIUC ; HB 1990.5 .C738 2012

Migration, Internal -- Latin America -- Congresses.
Federacion Internacional de Universidades Católicas FIUC ; HB 1990.5 .C738 2012

Military art and science -- Early works to 1800.

Multicultural education -- Dictionaries.
University of the Philippines Press, LB 45 .U3 2009

Multimedia systems.
Abante, Marmelo Villanueva. (2009). Fireworks and Flash 8 : multimedia and web design . Anvil
Pub., T 385 .Ab17 2009

Music.
education, and health . Rex Book Store, NX 440 .M320 2011 v.1

education, and health . Rex Book Store, NX 440 .M320 2011 v.4


Negotiable instruments -- Philippines.
Soriano, Fidelito R. (2011). Negotiable instruments : (law and application) for business students
2011 ed.. GIC Enterprises, KPM 880 .So68 2011

GIC Enterprises, KPM 880 .Su12 2011

Neoclassical school of economics
development and policy . World Bank, HD 75 .L630 2012

New business enterprises.
Center for Small Entrepreneurs, Inc. (2007). Entrepreneurship : creating, building and growing

Non-timber forest products industry.
edited by Yasmin D. Arquiza. (2008). From seeds to beads : tales, tips & tools for building a
community-based NTFP enterprise . Non-Timber Forest Products Exchange Programme for
South and Southeast Asia, SD 543.3 .F925 2008
**Northern Mindanao (Philippines) -- Social conditions.**
(2012). Red is the color of the River Pulangi and other stories from the margins. Rural Missionaries of the Philippines, Northern Mindanao Sub-Region, JC 599.P52 .R245 2012

**Nutrition.**

**Pacañ, Danilo P., 1955-**

**Painting -- Appreciation**

**Painting -- Themes, motives.**

**Partner -- Philippines.**

**Partnership -- Philippines.**

**Partnership.**

**Personnel management.**


**Philippines -- History.**

**Philippines -- Politics and government**

**Philippines -- Yearbooks.**

**Philippines -- Civilization.**
Philippines -- Constitutional law.

Philippines -- Religious life and customs.


Philosophy -- Criticism and interpretation.
Dennis Apolega ... [et al.] ; Leni de La Rosa Garcia, editor. (). Exploring the philosophical terrain. P 106 .Ex74 2013

Philosophy -- Criticism and interpretation.

Philosophy of mind.
Dennis Apolega ... [et al.] ; Leni de La Rosa Garcia, editor. (). Exploring the philosophical terrain. P 106 .Ex74 2013

Physical education -- Study and teaching.

Physical education.

Physics -- Laboratory manuals.
Physics -- Problems, exercises, etc.

Physics -- Textbooks.

Physics.

Plants, Ornamental -- Encyclopedias.

Police -- Personnel management.

Prayers.

Presidents -- Philippines -- Biography.
Abueva, Jose Veloso, 1928- (2012). Ramon Magsaysay: "servant leader" with a vision of hope. Ramon Magsaysay Award Foundation and Center for Leadership, Citizenship and Democracy, NCPAG-UP, DS 686.6M3 Ab93 2012

Proposal writing in educational research.

Psychology -- Philippines.

Psychology -- Textbooks.


Psychology of learning.

Psychotherapy -- Great Britain.

Psychotherapy. -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Public relations.
Pugad Baboy (Comic strip)

Quantity cookery.

Religion -- Philosophy.
Dennis Apolega ... [et al.] ; Leni de La Rosa Garcia, editor. ().  Exploring the philosophical terrain .  P 106 .Ex74 2013

Restaurants -- Design and construction.

Risk management.

Rizal, Jose, -- 1861-1896 -- Friends and associates.

Rural-urban migration -- Philippines.

Science fiction, Philippine (English)
edited by [Dean Francis Alfar], Nikki, Alfar & Kate Osias. (2006).  Philippine speculative fiction .  Kestrel DDM],  PR 9550.8 .P538 v.6

Selling.

Short stories, Philippine (English)
edited by [Dean Francis Alfar], Nikki, Alfar & Kate Osias. (2006).  Philippine speculative fiction .  Kestrel DDM],  PR 9550.8 .P538 v.6

Small business -- Philippines.

Social sciences -- Methodology.

Space (Architecture)

Spanish language -- Conversation and phrase books -- English.
Spanish language -- Conversation and phrase books.

Spanish language -- Dictionaries -- English.

Spanish language -- Self-instruction.

Spanish language -- Sound recordings for English speakers.

Speculative fiction, Philippine (English)
    edited by [Dean Francis Alfar], Nikki, Alfar & Kate Osias. (2006). Philippine speculative fiction. Kestrel DDM], PR 9550.8 .P538 v.6

Speeches, addresses, etc., Filipino -- Study and teaching.

Speeches, Filipino.

Sports -- Study and teaching.

Strategic planning.

Strength of materials.

Student-centered learning.

Success -- Psychological aspects.

Success in business.


Sustainable agriculture.

Teachers -- Philippines -- Examinations, questions, etc.

Teachers -- Philippines -- Examinations, questions, etc.

Teachers -- Training of.

Teaching -- Aids and devices.

Teaching -- Great Britain.

Teaching -- Psychological aspects.

Teaching.

Teaching.

Team sports

Teenagers -- Education.

Television -- Production and direction -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Test of English for International Communication -- Study guides.

Textile fabrics -- Collection and preservation -- Philippines.
Textile fabrics -- Collection and preservation.
   National Historical Institute, NK 8804.5 .T226 2009

Two-story houses -- United States -- Designs and plans.

Vampires -- Religion.

War -- Early works to 1800.

Web site development.
   Abante, Marmelo Villanueva. (2009). Fireworks and Flash 8 : multimedia and web design. Anvil
   Pub., T 385 .Ab17 2009

   Boydon, Ernesto C. (2011). Website building with joomla! Jemma
   TK 5105.8885.J86 .B693 2011

   Jemma Development Group. (2010). Web design : HTML, Dreamweaver, cascading style sheets,
   JavaScript, XHTML. Jemma Development Group, TK 5105.888 .J399 2010

Web sites -- Authoring programs.
   Boydon, Ernesto C. (2011). Website building with joomla! Jemma
   TK 5105.8885.J86 .B693 2011

Web sites -- Design.
   Abante, Marmelo Villanueva. (2009). Fireworks and Flash 8 : multimedia and web design. Anvil
   Pub., T 385 .Ab17 2009

   Boydon, Ernesto C. (2011). Website building with joomla! Jemma
   TK 5105.8885.J86 .B693 2011

   Jemma Development Group. (2010). Web design : HTML, Dreamweaver, cascading style sheets,
   JavaScript, XHTML. Jemma Development Group, TK 5105.888 .J399 2010

Welding.
   (2010). Welding, level 3 : annotated instructor's guide. 4th ed. Prentice Hall,
   TS 227 .W457 2010

Westland, Sandra -- Career in mental health counseling.
   House Pub., RC 466 .B233 2011

Women's clothing.